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Abstract

Solar-Harvesting Wireless Smart Camera Research System For Efficient Sustainable Outdoor Video Analysis

by

Kevin Mathys Abas

With the advancement of the Internet of Things movement, ubiquitous computing is now an accelerating field for embedded system researchers to pursue. Almost all of these new connected systems are equipped with sensors to gather useful information about their surroundings, and of these sensors the visual sensor presents the richest available datasets in comparison to its scalar counterparts. Deploying wireless sensor networks in remote environments makes it difficult to acquire power to these systems and many choose a battery-supplied source. After optimizing the sensor node for long battery life, many sacrifices are made in performance to delay the need for battery replacement maintenance.

Now, however, there is promising furtherance in energy harvesting and rechargeable battery capable sensor nodes, and the need for node maintenance may be obsolete in the coming years. Sensor network devices can now focus less on optimizing for battery life and instead increase the amount of on-board local processing making the device ”smart”. What defines a smart camera is its ability to process video footage locally instead of a central processing unit online or at a remote network sink node. Progress in the field of computer vision has brought the ability to identify complex objects and behaviors of monitored environments.

In this thesis, we present SlugCam, a solar-powered wireless smart camera network platform that can be used in a variety of outdoor applications including surveillance of public spaces, habitat and environmental monitoring, wildfire prevention and detection, to name a few. The system is built with off-the-shelf components which not only keeps it modular and low cost, but also facilitates its prototyping, rapid duplication, and evolution. SlugCam’s on-board processing capability allows computer vision software to run locally which contributes to the system’s autonomous
operation capabilities. Energy efficiency in SlugCam is accomplished both in: (1) hardware by micro-managing low-power components; as well as in (2) software by having the system’s operation duty cycles automatically adapt to the current state of the battery in order to balance the trade-off between application-level requirements and power awareness.
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1 Introduction

Wireless Visual Sensor Networks (WVSNs) have been designed to meet strict hardware requirements for wireless sensor network deployments in indoor and outdoor scenarios[1]. In particular, cameras for outdoor deployment have been designed with power efficiency as one of their main design requirements. They also address the need for intelligently distributing available bandwidth to all the nodes in the network, especially in the case of dense deployments[40]. Besides utilizing efficient hardware, WVSNs must also follow certain design criteria to satisfy performance requirements imposed by running applications while maximizing the systems lifetime by being energy efficient[43]. In particular, surveillance of public spaces requires not only efficient resource utilization to maximize service lifetime and availability, but also needs to ensure data being collected is handled in a secure way due to privacy concerns.

Visual sensor data has far higher storage and bandwidth requirements when compared to data produced by "scalar" sensors. Having cameras "stay on" and record live footage in outdoor surveillance scenarios is prohibitively expensive and may raise serious privacy concerns. Additionally, it is critical that only relevant data gets stored and/or transmitted to the end user to avoid consuming unnecessary network resources and overwhelming the monitoring user with large amounts of information, most of which is likely to be irrelevant. Efforts to achieve live streaming for multiple wireless smart cameras were successfully shown to be optimized for performance in [31], however the bandwidth limit and max node count still exist. One must assume operators either have to be monitoring all streams or having to filter through these recorded streams manually at some later point in time.

Smart wireless visual sensor networks, also known as smart camera networks, have advanced tremendously over the years and continue to be an exciting research topic. Smart camera networks are networks of visual sensors which take advantage of computer vision techniques as a way to not only filter relevant data to be stored and/or
presented to the user but also to save energy and communication bandwidth. Rich data provided by visual sensors, coupled with advances in computer vision techniques and ever increasing availability of computing resources continue to push the boundaries of the types of services and applications that WVSNs can support, including: environmental, wildlife, and habitat monitoring; independent living targeting the elderly, as well as surveillance of outdoor public spaces [44]. Local processing at the sensor nodes can have a huge impact on the amount of data that actually needs to be transmitted and archived. Whether in event detection or object identification, preventing false alarms by checking the data locally can be very helpful in a system’s overall efficiency. Smart visual sensors can not only identify objects in a surveyed space, but also determine object specific behaviors, as will be described in Section 2. Computer vision and image processing research has been progressing at very fast pace; and, in order to be able to analyze visual data locally and make adequate decisions, wireless camera surveillance systems have been making use of increasingly more sophisticated vision techniques and algorithms. This has been possible due to the availability of sensing nodes equipped with higher quality cameras, processing, and storage capabilities.

The increasing availability and decreasing costs of solar-powered solutions have also been transforming the wireless sensor networking landscape. It has been enabling a wider range of applications in remote areas where access to the power grid is either non-existent or too costly [49]. Solar-powered systems have also become an attractive alternative to traditional battery operated systems which typically require frequent maintenance and battery replacement. Rechargeable batteries, though currently don’t keep charge forever, are being rapidly improved as well. A study showed a 5 times improvement in battery life in a new Lithium ion battery design [21], and the discovery of why the batteries degrade along with preventative opportunities were detailed in a publication just a year ago [12]. However, while solar systems take advantage of ubiquitous renewable energy, they also bring up other new challenges [11]. Notably, they must address challenges such variable sun exposure due to predictable
and unpredictable weather conditions. A recent publication [45] though showed a drastic improvement in solar efficiency using a new form of silicon surface, and such studies shed light on the ever growing potential of energy harvesting technology. It is important to note the other major challenge of wireless communication to these remote locations, which can be overcome with the help of long range antenna and satellite communication methods.

1.1 Motivation

In the middle of February of 2013 there were a series of crime incidents at UCSC that were troubling to the campus community so much so that the school’s Chancellor was prompted to write an email expressing his concerns. Also, bike thefts and car thefts are frequent in remote walking paths and parking lots where it is impossible to deploy traditional monitoring networks. In an effort to combat the problem of safety assurance, the project to develop a more efficient capable wireless monitoring platform was launched. Since then the SlugCam smart camera research platform’s applications have evolved and environmental monitoring and animal tracking deployments are also promising. The campus Information Technology Services (ITS) staff has given us locations where the system could be of use, and those trials are later described.

1.2 SlugCam Design Overview

To meet time and cost constraints SlugCam has been designed with readily available off-the-shelf devices to reduce cost and allow for rapid development. Each device has been chosen carefully to meet our power consumption efficiency requirements, and is later detailed in Section 5. Unlike existing smart cameras that run solely on battery as their energy source, we have designed SlugCam to run efficiently on solar power while leveraging a rechargeable battery when sunlight isn’t available. Another important design consideration was to ensure sufficient on-board processing capabilities which allows SlugCam to perform visual processing tasks locally, and thus be more selective
of the video it records and transmits, which in turn contributes to power efficiency. SlugCam’s on-board camera is normally off and gets turned on by a passive infrared (PIR) sensor when motion is detected. Additionally, SlugCam is able to adapt its operation to the available energy remaining in its rechargeable battery, shown in Section 7. For the deployment and needs of our ITS sponsors, we also created a management tool to remotely manage wireless nodes and view recorded video data from a SlugCam node as well. The ultimate goal of the system was to have it been deployed, be cost effective, and energy efficient so maintenance to the system would be minimal. The SlugCam Platform is a preferable choice to computer vision researchers needing to gather real video data in remote outdoor environments.

1.3 Contributions

In this this, we present SlugCam, a wireless, solar-powered smart visual sensor network platform that can be used in a variety of outdoor applications. The thesis main contributions can be summarized as follows:

- To build upon Wireless Solar Smart Camera platform ideas and designs resulting in a cost effective, small form factor node.

- SlugCam uses an ”open system” approach and is built with off-the-shelf hardware components which not only keeps it modular and low cost, but also facilitates its prototyping, rapid duplication, and evolution.

- SlugCam offers a unique management and user interface tool. Among other features, it maps and tags events to the corresponding video footage captured by camera nodes in order to present collections of fragmented information in a cohesive manner. Using computer vision techniques for object detection it currently allows a user to specify object behaviors for SlugCam to monitor and alarm if detected.

- SlugCam’s energy efficiency is achieved both by fine-grained management of low-power hardware components, as well as by having the system’s operation duty cycles automatically adapt to the current state of the battery in order
to balance the trade-off between application-level requirements and power efficiency.

- Unlike similar smart camera platforms relying on simulation results, a SlugCam node operational evaluation is completed and results are presented.

We show SlugCam’s energy efficiency through a comprehensive power characterization. We also conduct a real-world deployment in a residential area on the UCSC campus which showcases that although SlugCam has additional processing capabilities when compared to its other wireless smart camera counterparts [1], the system could still run off solar harvesting sources and a rechargeable battery.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as the following: Related systems and design practices are described in section 2. Then SlugCam’s abstract features and smart energy efficient smart camera methodologies are explained in Section 3. Documentation on firmware, node software functionality and optional mesh networking capabilities is shown in Section 4. Section 5 is a complete description of the various hardware components of the SlugCam platform, while Section 6 briefly explains the Web app designed for deployment. In Section 7 we evaluate SlugCam, and we conclude in Section 8 along with previewing some possible future directions for the project.

2 Related Work

Over the past few years, smart camera systems have received considerable attention from academia and industry as reported in our recent survey [1]. In parallel, the field of computer vision has advanced rapidly creating new techniques in image processing. We mention behavioral identification publications to provide context for some of SlugCam’s proposed applications and useful features provided by its user interface. We draw comparisons in this section from visual sensor platforms with solar and other similar capabilities as the SlugCam node as well to give some background to our design decisions.
2.1 Wireless Smart Cameras

Although our survey of wireless smart camera platforms for monitoring public spaces provides highly detailed comparison of recent platforms, we will list a brief summary of a few of them here to highlight popular trends:

- One of the best bandwidth efficient smart camera platform is CITRIC [7] and it achieves its success through the use of “sensor fusion” techniques. The system uses its low power on-board audio sensor to determine if and when the high power video sensor needs to be powered. Unlike SlugCam the system is battery powered, runs µClinux, and the authors developed a proprietary custom object detection scheme for the platform.

- The wireless camera platform in [17] reaches maximum power efficiency, allowing the node to stay powered for 3 months on a small 2200mAh 3V battery. The authors accomplish this with controlled idle and active management states and different levels of transmission video sizes depending on the level of activity and importance of the data.

- The Wi-Flip smart camera platform presents an efficient new design for an image sensor and with this they design a new custom processing algorithms that effectively detects environmental fire smoke [13]. The authors admit that the low resolution data and extremely low bandwidth capable radios are main issues.

- Also in some instances, designing an efficient network protocol (e.g., at the MAC layer of the networking stack) has shown to provide energy usage benefits like for MeshEye [22] and OmniEye [31]. It is important to also note how these systems are being powered and that none of them make use of energy harvesting or renewables (e.g., solar power).

- Using multiple sensors on separate nodes can provide additional information of the event (or lack thereof) to prevent false positives. The Human Situation Monitoring System (HuSIMS) does this on a very large scale by using numer-
ous sensors is dense city deployments \[6\]. Video sensors will detect abnormal movement during building fires and smoke sensors will be able to confirm that a fire is indeed the problem.

- Taking a more hardware focused approach to smart camera research, Flexi-WVSN also does an extensive evaluation of previous wireless visual sensor networks \([46]\). Realizing it was hard to stay up to date with hardware advances, Flexi-WVSN has developed a modular system so no sub-component is dependent on any other piece of hardware. Rather than a two microprocessor system as SlugCam has, they chose a two radio system to achieve energy efficient gains. When smaller data files need to be sent, the system can switch to a more energy efficient Zigbee radio, otherwise they use WiFi as a more reliable communication protocol to transmit video data for faster transmission.

- In surveillance situations where wireless communication is intermittent, delay-tolerant networking (DTN) techniques are proposed as a solution by authors in \([42]\). Even if communication is readily available, many visual monitoring applications don’t require 24/7 high resolution video footage.

Of the smart camera examined in our survey our CPU processor speed exceeded those surveyed, mainly because of the trends to extend battery life. Now however, visual sensor platforms will need to run more computationally resource heavy software to adopt newly developed computer vision schemes.

2.2 Behavior tracking Vision Techniques

Computer vision techniques have advanced considerably and are able to not only identify objects accurately but also detect object behavior. SlugCam was designed with the intent to run more power visual analysis algorithms, and systems with higher local processing power will be able to execute the items described in the survey of tracking human behaviors with computer vision \([23]\). Researchers have also been using symbolic information from object trajectory behavior in the video footage like SlugCam in order to extract more meaningful information from the environments.
they monitor \cite{20, 2}. The \textit{CamInsens} system demonstrates behavior detection in a distributed outdoor network, but without power efficiency stated as a primary goal.

### 2.3 Solar-Powered Wireless Visual Sensor Networking

Many non-visual sensor networks have been deployed outdoors with the ability to use solar as a reliable energy resource. Solar power combined with rechargeable batteries allows sensor networks to be less reliable on the power grid \cite{49}. UC Berkley has developed the world’s largest outdoor solar sensor network testbed with 557 nodes named \textit{Trio} \cite{11}. \textit{FireWxNet} \cite{20} is a wireless visual sensor network with solar capabilities which adapts to available energy resources and battery charge levels by adapting its duty cycling. While their visual sensor nodes do not perform visual processing, the authors claim that the system’s auxiliary sensor nodes provide enough information to allow the user to then decide if they wish to receive a low resolution live video stream of the monitored area. In contrast to SlugCams use of 802.11 WiFi to transmit high resolution video data, FireWxNet uses 900Mhz radios to achieve long range communication. Doing this however sacrifices the ability to perform larger data transfers. A list of recently developed solar-powered smart cameras are listed with a discussion of similarities and distinctions:

- The system with the most similarity is described in both \cite{35, 36} and has both solar capability and an analog Passive Infrared Sensor to assist the systems custom computer vision software. It is important to note that their platform does not properly test video transmissions with a wireless protocol or solar power capabilities for deployment, but instead shows simulation results with many assumptions about power consumption behavior using solar harvesters that ignore real world occurrences. SlugCam has the follow important design distinctions:
  
  a) A Faster processor for vision analysis and a developer friendly operating system for rapid evolution of the node software.
b) An on-board current sensor for real-time power awareness.

c) A higher capacity rechargeable battery to account for extended periods of low light.

d) Low-powered WiFi module for higher bandwidth, with tested mesh networking capabilities, described in Section 4.

e) Larger solar panel and smart battery charger for battery charging and system energy consumption simultaneously.

- Although the WVSNs in [32] doesn’t use computer vision, and interesting technique of clustering solar-powered WVSNs to improve battery life performance is proposed and evaluated using measured seasonal conditions.

- Efficiently distributing video capturing detailed in [8] and with the use of MIMO communication techniques grouped cameras are shown to have energy savings of 30-50%.

- SensorCam [9] does have on-board current monitoring circuitry, but the entire system is included on a custom printed circuit board making it difficult to change hardware components.

- The smart camera platform using a solar power source in [3] focuses on designing the system with the Zigbee communication standard [51], and the authors also mention the bandwidth limitations with range limitations.

SlugCam not only tries to achieve efficiency goals using different hardware and software components, but different parts of the system are extremely modular to be able to rapidly adapt to new hardware releases such as switching to the more powerful Raspberry Pi model 2 or integrating a more efficient battery charger.

3 Methodology

3.1 Adaptive Hardware

One of SlugCams notable features is that it includes two processing units: an MSP430 and a Raspberry Pi. The low-power MSP430 micro-controller [27] manages
the amount of time that the more power-consuming Raspberry Pi stays on. This functionality, further described in Section 5 is accomplished by having the MSP430 monitor PIR motion sensing while the Pi controls the rest of the system. When no motion is detected, only the MSP430 is "on" and all other components of the system, including the Pi, are "off". As will be shown by our power characterization experiments, this interrupt triggered approach yields substantial power savings, which allows SlugCam to use smaller size solar panel and battery, and yet run more processing-intensive computer vision algorithms on-board.

Every external module used including the PIR, camera, and WiFi have the ability to be powered down as well, which allows SlugCam to adapt its operation according to the current state of its battery. For example, when not active, the WiFi module is in low-power sleep state until it receives a signal from the Raspberry Pi to wake up. SlugCams range of duty cycles define the sequence of tasks executed by each SlugCam component and their corresponding power states. As previously pointed out, SlugCam’s main processing device is the Raspberry Pi, (or the "Pi") [16], which runs the nodes main functions including its visual processing tasks. Due to their high system resource usage, visual processing tasks are not always executed during SlugCams duty cycles. Depending on the current state of its battery, a SlugCam node will decide whether to perform visual processing on-board. For example, suppose that during the night there was considerable activity and, as a result, the system was frequently active, thus consuming more energy. The next day is cloudy/rainy so the solar power scavenging component could not charge the battery sufficiently. Consequently, SlugCam will not run its vision software, or choose to take snapshots of the scene, until its battery is charged beyond a certain level. This battery charge threshold is a configurable system parameter and influences the trade-off between energy efficiency and event detection requirements[43].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protocol Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Data Rate</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zigbee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z-Wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6LowPAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluetooth BLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WiFi 802.11g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Well know statistics compared from popular wireless communication standards commonly used in embedded systems.

### 3.2 WiFi vs Other Embedded Wireless Protocols

While WiFi has been one of the most ubiquitous wireless communication technology, its energy efficiency has always been an obstacle for its use in embedded systems. The Zigbee wireless standard (802.15.4) and Z-Wave standard have been advertised as being both cost effective and extremely energy efficient [51, 4]. Smart Camera deployments using Zigbee have confirmed our theories on bandwidth limitations [3, 34] even though they favored the protocol for its low energy consumption. Bluetooth BLE has surpassed others in energy consumption savings with some modules achieving as low as 5mA for both transmission and receiving [41]. Both 6LowPAN [18] and Bluetooth [5] were ignored for both range coverage and protocol ease of use for both infrastructure and ad-hoc needed requirements. Recently, however, energy efficient WiFi modules have been developed specifically for embedded applications. SlugCam uses the RN-171 WiFi module which can be put into a low-power sleep state when not in use consuming just 4μA [24]. We chose the RN-171 not only for its low power consumption and high bandwidth, but also because it has the capability of operating in ad-hoc mode. This ad-hoc feature will allow for networks to be extended farther distances, further assisting the systems ability to operate in more remote locations.

One of the shortcomings of low powered WiFi modules is the maximum bandwidth allowed by the UART serial communication line prevents us from making full use of WiFi’s transmission speeds. We believe, however, that favoring energy efficiency over transmission speed is more beneficial in the case of SlugCam. In addition to the WiFi module efficient features, the raspberry Pi current consumption drops on average an additional 200 mA when the USB hub is not being used for a standard USB WiFi dongle.
3.3 Solar Harvesting Techniques

As previously mentioned, one of SlugCam’s main goals is the ability to not rely on the power grid or wired communication infrastructure, and operate autonomously and unattended for extended periods of time. Equipped with solar-powered batteries and directional WiFi antennas, SlugCam is completely wireless and thus can be deployed in remote, hard to access areas where access to the power- or wired communication infrastructure is either not viable or too costly. Unlike a number of existing sensor network deployments [46, 1], SlugCam should very rarely need to be serviced for battery replacement as shown by our experiments. Pervasive wireless communication, lower-cost computing technology and solar power solutions make SlugCam increasingly viable and affordable [48] in countries having good available solar energy like the United States shown in Figure [1]. Unlike systems that offload large amounts of video footage to a more powerful central server, on-board visual
processing capabilities contributes to SlugCams autonomy, lower energy- and communication bandwidth requirements. These are key features that enable deployment in outdoor, remote environments, and significantly increase the range of applications for SlugCam.

3.4 Open Source Hardware

One of our main goals in the SlugCam project is to provide a platform that other researchers and the community at large can use and extend. As such, our system is both flexible and easily reproducible. As previously pointed out, the current SlugCam node is equipped with two sensors, namely the camera and the PIR, but can be extended with other sensors in order to adapt to different applications and their requirements. As will become clear from our description of SlugCams software system, its design allows it to easily adapt to new data collection and processing methods in a way that does not require modifications to the core components of the system. We also designed our system in a modular fashion so that when modifications to the core components must be made, they are constrained to a module of the system and do not require knowledge of how the rest of the system works. This has been proven to be an effective strategy in designing smart cameras as they need to stay up-to-date with performance and technology upgrades [46].

Another one of our main design decisions was choosing to keep both hardware and software designs as open as possible. Not only do we make our code available on a public online repository, but we have also used hardware and software that are both open source and very friendly to modification. We ensure that every part of the software we have developed is free and open source, including the network software platform, the database software, the Web frameworks, and utility libraries. In the same spirit we have also used off-the-shelf components whenever possible and will release schematics for any custom hardware so that the system can be easily reproduced. This helps in increasing both the flexibility and reproducibility of our system as well as encouraging developers to extend it and apply it to other
applications.

Figure 2: The second iteration of the SlugCam prototype in its weatherproof enclosure and re-positional panel on top.

4 SlugCam Platform Software

Previously on The SlugCam node we had installed our own custom embedded Linux distribution to optimize performance and processing speeds using the Buildroot tool. Buildroot allows users to build a customized embedded Linux operating system to fit the needs of an application. From Linux packages and tools such as OpenCV, all the way to more complex hardware specific configurations required by the devices hardware architecture, Buildroot provides a complete customizable solution. Creating a SlugCam-specific Linux operating system with all the packages we need (and none that we do not need) really boosted the Raspberry Pis ability to process tasks quickly and efficiently.

However we later realized the need to cross compile any new libraries and the annoyance of missing core OS utilities made us decide to instead install the Arch Linux OS on the Pi. Only Sacrificing miliseconds of boot time, we found Arch Linux
to be equally as powerful and capable as the custom Linux distro.

Another innovative feature of our system is its robustness to arbitrarily frequent and long-lived disruptions in communication between its different components. To this end, we built all communication protocols following an "opportunistic" approach. For example, the video and message servers constantly wait for incoming connections from camera nodes and expect that those connections could be dropped at any time. Any messages that need to be sent to the camera must wait until that camera comes online; and as soon as the camera does come online we begin to send all outgoing messages. This opportunistic communication framework further increases camera autonomy at the cost of immediate communication ability. It allows for many interesting optimizations, such as reducing communication in low power situations and when only non-interesting data has been collected. Cameras can also be set to come alive on a timer to receive important control data from the network if needed in order to manage the communication latency inherent to this type of design.

4.1 Raspberry Pi Management Software

Leveraging the Arch Linux operating system we were able to easily configure system functionality to meet the application requirements and set up "built in" Linux security measures such as user permission policies.

4.1.1 Inter-Process Communication

Rather than build a custom process manager, controlling all of the software modules, we used Arch Linux’s built in Unit and Unit management feature. All units can by default be enabled on bootup, and each unit manages its connected external device. Cooperation and the need for processes to communicate a system global notification, or to adapt to a new duty cycle, is accomplished by using UNIX domain sockets. Without any performance loss, the processes use reliable stream communication protocols by reading and writing to a UNIX domain sockets using the similar syntax as a traditional UNIX network socket. Since the data is communicated through a
stream file (e.g. "/tmp/paunix.str") file permission settings are easy to enforce, and when a process calls `sendmsg()`/`recvmsg()` it grants the other process permissions to access the file descriptor.

4.1.2 Relay control Unit

Since the node is also responsible for balancing the trade-off between application requirements and power efficiency, it needs to manage its operation accordingly. This service is responsible for looking at battery levels and commands from other system Units (and possibly a remote user) other future requirements and conditions to determine the appropriate duty cycles at given points in time. This is where we can facilitate many of the varying video capturing modes such as immediately sending video with action in preset areas, allowing video recording on a timer, and taking still shots instead of video when battery levels are low. Also because the Raspberry Pi does not have a hardware clock, the real-time clock is set and managed by the...

---

1For a complete functional description of UNIX domain sockets please see [47]
4.1.3 Computer Vision Unit

The current prototype performs object detection using well-known background subtraction mechanisms due to their adequate cost-performance trade-off. SlugCams image processing module works as follows: when the system is initialized, the object detection module keeps taking pictures with 1280 x 720 resolution and re-sizes them to 426 x 240 so they can be processed. As described by Johnson and Tews [30], it uses the MoG method to extract the foreground at an average of 3 frames per second (fps). With the resulting foreground, we find the contours and then a bounded box is applied following the contours’ limit (See Figure 4). To remove noise and false detection, a step is added to ignore objects of small size. Object classification is one of the most computationally complex tasks in computer vision systems; this is because it uses training techniques to classify the objects based on a previously stored database. In our case, to reduce complexity and add more flexibility, we classify the objects by considering their dimensions. This unit doesn’t operate autonomously and only receives inbound requests, shown without the bi-directional request flow in Figure 3.

4.1.4 WiFi Transmission Unit

This means that communication unit is implemented only once in our software package and each program does not have to worry about any network functionality and
how it changes with future development. Changes can be made to protocols and wireless card interface without needing to modify multiple processes. For example, if we later decided to adopt a different wireless module, we could rewrite the unit and, as long as the API remained consistent, it would be an easy drop in replacement. Another advantage is that acts as the gatekeeper to the wireless module. This is important as we are communicating over a serial connection, which means that would be difficult to coordinate multiple processes attempting to use the serial interface at the same time.

4.1.5 Energy Consumption Unit

The power monitoring unit not only responds to requests of system battery levels, but if the battery reaches certain levels it will send the appropriate requests to other processes to alter duty cycle behavior or limit power hungry activities. Battery levels are approximated using the battery state signals given by the solar charger module and periodic monitoring of node energy consumption using the on-board current sensor explained in Section 5.

4.2 MSP430 Firmware

The microprocessors code can be viewed in Appendix 3. The MPS430 Firmware includes the ability to control the Raspberry Pi’s power state, run a real-time clock, and receiving lengths of time over a serial SPI communication link. These time lengths, are period lengths before a system timer fires a interrupt service routine triggering the relay to cut power and put the system in a low powered sleep state.

4.3 Mesh Networking Capabilities

In a recently submitted paper 38 we showcased our implementation of the DSR routing algorithm to route SlugCam traffic in an ad-hoc network. Titled SCmesh, the network software implementation gives the SlugCam system the ability to deploy in ad-hoc deployments, helping communication challenges presented with deploying

\(^2\text{DSR stands for Dynamic Source Routing and is a popular on-demand ad-hoc routing scheme.}\)
Figure 5: Average transmission times of different video file sizes with standard deviation shown in red. 

Infrastructure enabled WiFi nodes in remote outdoor locations. Transmission tests were completed of different captured video files, showcasing multi-hop, multi-path, and cost oriented routing features. Promising results showing transmission delay of captured video files can be seen in Figure 5. In addition Multipath packet delivery behavior using our power aware DSR approach with battery level generated costs is illustrated by Figure 6.

5 SlugCam Platform Hardware

At the core of SlugCam is the Raspberry Pi (or sometimes referred to as the Pi), an open-hardware device intended to be used by the educational- and research community [1]. The high level block diagram of the system is illustrated by Figure 7.

5.1 MSP430 Relay Circuit

The MSP430’s ability to run on .05mA on standby and nearly 5 times less current when sleeping makes the MSP430 quite attractive in the context of systems where
power-efficiency is of critical importance. In the case of SlugCam, by controlling how long the Raspberry Pi and its peripherals stay on, the MSP430 is able to decrease the overall power consumed by SlugCam’s nodes substantially. The MSP430 accomplishes this using an on-board timer and an external mechanical relay acting
Figure 7: SlugCam’s High-Level Hardware Architecture.

as a switch. The Raspberry Pi can dynamically change how much time it stays on by communicating to the MSP430 over a Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) connection. To prevent time drift, a 32Khz crystal clock is added which has less error in large temperature changes in outdoor environments. The relay then waits for a signal that the "Pi" has successfully shut down before cutting the power from the system. This reduces the power usage greatly as long as the MSP430 does not wake up the RaspberryPi too often due to false positive movement. The MSP430 may receive messages from the RaspberryPi over the serial connection interface, telling it to relax its constraints on detecting movement. For example if a wild animal is causing the alarm, the MSP430 can start a timer that can vary in length for when it should again be sensitive to movement.

5.2 Camera Module

We developed our system using the newly released RaspberryPi camera module(photographed in Figure 8) which has an available API in C language and is capable of capturing 1920x1080 resolution color images with 30 fps rate as a maximum. The Pis image sensor will also make use of the Pis on board CSI Camera port and will allow us to not have to make use of a USB Webcam. We have been thus able to sig-
significantly reduce the RaspberryPi’s power consumption by not drawing any extra current from the USB hub. The Pi then consumes less power overall by relying on the CSI interface.

Last year the Raspberry Pi Foundation also released an advanced camera module that communicates to the Pi using the on-board Camera Serial Interface (CSI). The camera has the ability to take high resolution (2592 x 1944 pixels) images and capture 1080-pixel video at 30 frames per second [15].

5.3 WiFly Module

Due to bandwidth and communication range requirements as well as the quality of the image data we wish to record, we decided to use WiFi as our wireless protocol. Zigbee (or IEEE 802.15.4) may have been a better choice in terms of cost, but its power efficiency gains were not as convincing. Manufacturers of WiFi embedded modules are making large strides in reducing power consumption and this is very important for our energy constrained system. For example, we are currently using the RN-174 WiFly module from Microchip which will be able to go into sleep state and consume only $4\mu A$.

5.4 Panel Choice

Unlike traditional battery powered smart cameras, SlugCam will rarely require battery replacement as it uses solar harvesting techniques and rechargeable batteries.
In order to size the solar panel and battery for our power requirements while keeping cost and form factor low, we researched information on solar radiation levels in the USA and made accurate estimations of SlugCam’s power requirements. More specifically, for our planned SlugCam deployment, we looked up solar radiation in Santa Cruz, CA. This data was found on the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) website [39]. The NREL Web page shows solar radiation for every month at peak, average, and minimum levels and at every possible orientation of PV cells relative to the sun. Since one of our main goals is for the system to operate unattended for long periods, we conducted worst case analysis, i.e., we needed to make sure that even with extended periods of little sunlight, SlugCam could still operate. SlugCam even if in degraded mode, i.e. offering only minimal service, will still be effective for its needed applications. Knowing that the worst case sun exposure is in the winter months, we chose the month of January with a PV cell orientation facing south as the basis for our analysis which was the most effective for our location. The energy produced by a photo-voltaic cell is directly proportional to the active area of the cell, the amount of light falling in that area, and the conversion efficiency of the cell.

\[
\text{EnergyOutput} = \text{SolarEnergy} \times \text{PanelareaPV} \times \text{Efficiency}
\]

Current PV cell technology differs in efficiency, construction material, and cost. Today the most known PV cells materials are Crystalline silicon (e.g., mono-crystalline silicon and poly-crystalline silicon) and Thin Film (e.g., amorphous silicon, cadmium telluride, and copper indium gallium selenide) [10]. We found a mono-crystalline solar panel with 6V and 19% of efficiency. Using the data from our solar radiation research we found Santa Cruz in the month of January receives 2-3 kWh per day. This unit of measurement represents the amount of energy accumulated over 1 square meter in a 24 hour period. Calculating how much energy can be converted to energy with the panel chosen of size 220mm by 175mm gave us the total energy produced for a whole day in our area.
5.5 Battery Choice

\[ \text{BatteryCapacity} = \text{Consumption(Amps)} \times \text{NightUsage(Hrs)} \]

Now using the above equation and considering the Raspberry Pi consumes around 300 to 400 mA and during 8 hours per day on average, we have estimated the Pi taking 3200mAh total per day. Converting our current consumption per hour to joules showed our system needs less than what would be provided by a solar panel with all day direct sunlight. Since PV cells can only absorb energy when there is sunlight and an efficient provided angle, batteries are needed to power the system when there is little to no sun. Lithium-ion (Li-ion) is currently the most promising battery system: it is used for portable consumer products as well as electric power-trains for electric vehicles. Its main drawbacks are that it is more expensive than other types of batteries (e.g., Nickel and lead acid systems) and needs protection circuits for safety. Another critical factor when choosing the battery was its capacity, i.e., how much energy it can store in ampere-hours (Ah). This is important because SlugCam will rely on its battery as its power source when there is no sun. Thus, our battery capacity estimation was based on how much time the target location for our deployment receives no solar radiation. Using on our capacity estimations and battery type comparison, we chose a 3.7V 17600mAh pack of Li-Ion batteries which will allow the system to last up to 4 days without sun and using the maximum performance previously specified.

5.6 Battery Charger

With the sub components we have chosen and our adaptive power aware system, SlugCam Will last longer than this for certain less intensive applications. In order to charge the battery adequately and safely, we chose to use Microchips MCP73871 charger [28] which allows us to both charge and make use of the extra energy available when full sunlight is available. The charger also had other useful features such as temperature monitoring for the battery which prevents charging the battery under extreme weather conditions. Status signals are given for current battery conditions like when the battery has finished charging or when the battery has a very low charge.
5.7 On-board Current Sensing

The Pi also records live current consumption data to be processed by SlugCam, allowing it to be a more power-aware system, and to adapt to what battery charge remains. Knowing its current usage and available battery level, the system can estimate how much time is available before it needs to enter a sleep state waiting for available solar power. The current sensor also allows us to determine what generic power consuming state the system is in. The idling state is when both microprocessors are on and idling, but all auxiliary sensors and the WiFi module have been disabled or put to sleep. When we discuss SlugCam being in a high powered state, the system is using both the WiFi module and auxiliary sensors like the camera module actively. The low powered sleep state, refers to when only the PIR sensor is idling and the Pi is powered off, and the MSP430 has been put into its own sleep state waiting for a hardware interrupt from the PIR sensor to wake SlugCam up.

5.8 Daughter Card and Enclosure

SlugCam includes a custom PCB daughter-card to house its external devices and available I/O ports. The daughter-card plugs directly into the Raspberry Pi and improves robustness and reliability of the systems hardware; it also reduces SlugCam’s form factor. Future revisions of SlugCams daughter-card may include additional sensors to address the needs of a wider range of outdoor monitoring applications. In Figure 2 the weather proof enclosure is shown as well, with the panel detached to allow for optimal positioning.

6 User Interface

SlugCam also includes a Web-based tool for managing its network of wireless camera nodes and an innovative user interface for managing captured data. We consider this to be an essential part of smart camera systems, and yet something that is
often overlooked by smart camera system designers. For instance, smart camera networks such as SlugCam have the potential to collect large amounts of data that is fragmented over time and space. This presents unique challenges in the design of an effective, yet easy-to-use interface. SlugCams management tool allows end users to configure nodes, send them control signals, and access collected data. Its graphical interface makes the tool easy to use and very effective as a way to access and visualize collected data.

Figure 9: Screenshot of the dashboard of the client application featuring the activity bar, map, and alarm area selection.

6.1 Node Management

Since SlugCam deployments may consist of potentially large numbers of nodes, the system’s management tool displays all currently deployed nodes in a map of the area being monitored. This view is called "dashboard" as shown in Figure 9. We also built what we call the activity bar which displays system activity over a period of time. This is an important aspect of our visual presentation as it allows the user to correlate collected tags to the videos in which activity is happening in an intuitive way, but without hiding any information.

6.2 Setting Monitoring Alarms

Another important feature is the ability to set certain areas within the camera’s field of view that will trigger alarms. When an alarm is triggered it could mean that the
user is notified and the recorded video is instantly sent to the server, though we plan to allow users to define actions taken when alarms are triggered. The interface we have developed is intuitive and allows the user to select an area over the recorded video taking into account the current position of the camera. The alarm selection interface is currently available anywhere that video is displayed, and is demonstrated in our screenshot of the dashboard in Figure 9.

7 Deployment Tests and Experiments

During the design phase of the project we took some preliminary current consumption readings using a multi-meter and isolating parts (see Figure 2). In order to prove the systems has enough energy efficiency to deploy the system in real world scenarios though we needed to do some accurate power analysis of the system using the on-board hall-effect sensor. Using a simple 10 point moving average filter, we were able to smooth out our current consumption data for readability without sacrificing accuracy. We provide a proper current consumption analysis of the system both evaluating the duty cycles we defined and analyzing how the system achieves efficiency through some example application scenarios.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Components</th>
<th>Current Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Raspberry Pi Idle</td>
<td>322.7mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi with USB WiFi Idle</td>
<td>431mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi With USB WiFi Tx/Rx</td>
<td>482mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pi with CSI Camera</td>
<td>532.7mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSP430 idle</td>
<td>230μA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSP430 SleepMode</td>
<td>1μA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIR sensor</td>
<td>1.63mA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Measured current usage of some of SlugCams hardware components.

7.1 Energy Gains using the MSP430

One well-known and widely-used sensor network power savings techniques is to keep the system in a low-power state whenever it is idle, i.e., not executing any specific task. In SlugCam, we go a step further and use a low-power micro-controller (the MSP430) to control: (1) a PIR motion sensor to wake-up the Pi when it detects motion and (2) a relay circuit to cut power to the Pi based on an on-board MSP430
timer, which can be dynamically set by the Pi. In order to show the power savings achieved through our design, we run SlugCam for 5 minutes during which the system wakes up 6 times. When it wakes up (triggered by motion detected by the PIR), the Pi turns on the camera for 30 seconds before going back to sleep. As baseline, we run the system uninterruptedly for 5 minutes. Figure 10 shows the current consumed in the two runs. We use a 10-point moving average filter to smooth out the sampled current consumption data for readability without sacrificing accuracy. Calculating the area under both curves, we observe that the system saves around 30% when monitoring a relatively busy scene. The dips in the curve show that in the low power state, the system is consuming between 60 and 70 mA, while in the full on state, it consumes around 400mA. We note that the power savings can be even greater if we take advantage of the MSP430 deep sleep mode when it only requires current in the order of μAmps. We also performed a comparison between the recent Raspberry Pi B+, which SlugCam is using, and its precursor, the Raspberry Pi B. We found that latter consumes on average 150mA with no connected components and the new B+ model consumed around 95mA.

Figure 10: SlugCam power consumption showing power savings by using the MSP430 to control the PIR motion sensor and power relay.
7.2 Duty Cycle Examples

Duty cycling has been adopted by wireless sensor networks in general, and visual sensor networks in particular, as an effective energy savings technique [46] [1]. It typically works by having sensor network nodes switch to low-power states as much as possible in order to save overall energy consumed. SlugCam uses what we call adaptive duty cycling which allows the system to use current battery level information to guide its choice of duty cycles. In particular, when battery levels are too low (i.e., lower than a given threshold), the system avoids duty cycles that power hungry. Clearly, this typically comes at the price of degrading performance. This trade-off between performance and energy efficiency can be adjusted to meet application requirements by controlling the battery level threshold parameter.

![Duty Cycle Examples](image)

Figure 11: Power consumption characterization for SlugCam duty cycles.

We show SlugCams power consumption characteristics for the six different duty cycles described below:

**Duty Cycle A:** This duty cycle illustrates the case of the remaining battery level being below the threshold. In this particular experiment, the system wakes up and runs system services in which it determines the battery remaining is below the
Duty Cycle B: In duty cycle B, the Pi is turned on by the PIR sensor and triggers the camera. The camera is turned on but does not run any computer vision functions. The WiFi module is also asleep as this duty cycle only records video and stores it locally. An alternate, lower power duty cycle to this one could take a high resolution image, instead of recording a video.

Duty Cycle C: Duty cycle C is the same as duty cycle B except that the system uses computer vision algorithms when recording data. In this particular instance, noticing the data is not important (based on the computer vision results), the system quickly transitions to low power state and the MSP430 cuts power to the Pi via the relay. As shown in the bottom left graph of Figure 11 at low-power state, the system (essentially the MSP430 in idle mode) consumes around 70mA. However, as previously pointed out, power consumption can be substantially decreased by having the MSP430 go to sleep.

Duty Cycle D: Duty Cycle D is very similar to C with the only difference being that in C nothing is recorded while in D the video is stored locally. This explains the difference, albeit small, in power consumption between the C current consumption curve (in the bottom left graph) and Ds (in the bottom left and right graphs of Figure 11 respectively).

Duty Cycle E: The most complex and longest running duty cycle is E, during which SlugCam records video (longer than D) with computer vision turned on and then immediately transmits the data. In Figure 11 for the E current consumption curve in the bottom right graph, the first drop in current consumption happens when the camera turns off and the WiFi module is on in order to transmit the video file to our Web server. The second in current consumption drop corresponds to the system going back to its sleep state with the MSP430 in idle state.

Duty Cycle F: In duty Cycle F, the system wakes up on its own to ping the Web server for any requests or to report status updates. This time is also used to transmit any unsent video data. Notice though that the camera is never turned on and Slug-Cam consumes around 350mA during data transmission. The drop at the end shows
the WiFi module and the Pi being put to sleep and the Raspberry Pi turning to idle.

Another interesting feature to notice from the current consumption curves in Figure 11 is there is very little difference in power consumption when the camera is on and computer vision software is executed. This is the case without using the Pis GPU which we plan to use in the future. Another interesting observation when looking at the upper right graph comparing duty cycles B and F is that the camera consumes more power than the WiFi module. Comparing the curves in the bottom right graph for duty cycles D and E, we observe the difference in duty cycle duration; more specifically, duty cycle Es active period, i.e., when the system is not in idle state, is almost twice as long as duty cycle D. In this particular comparison, it shows the difference between storing the data locally (duty cycle D) and transmitting to a remote server (duty cycle E).

7.3 Adaptive Duty Cycling

In the next set of experiments, we have SlugCam cycle through different duty cycles as it would in normal operation. More specifically, we run the system for 5 minutes during which 3 distinct events occur. The first event is a false positive, e.g., light or heat radiation trigger the PIR, which in turn wakes up the camera and video is recorded and transmitted. The second event is data that should be recorded for reference later but does not get transmitted, because it is deemed not urgent, or the battery level is too low for transmission. The third and final event records video and transmits it to the remote server as it is considered by the user to be an urgent event.

In Figure 12 we show the events played over 5 minutes, while SlugCam uses different duty cycles in all three scenarios. The first scenario exemplifies a system with no adaptive abilities as baseline for comparison. In this scenario, all three events are handled by duty cycle E, as previously described, where data is recorded and transmitted for all events. The second scenario showcases the power saving benefits of adding computer vision to capture and analyze video footage. SlugCam is able
to correctly identify the first false positive event and immediately go back to low power state. This operation is represented by duty cycle C. In this scenario however, SlugCam then decides that the next two events should not only be recorded but immediately transmitted as well, which is handled by duty cycle E. Scenario 3 showcases the system ability to ignore the first event (duty cycle C), record and not transmit the second event (duty cycle D), and record and transmit the third event (duty cycle E).
8 Conclusion and Possible Future Improvements

8.1 Areas for Improvement

As was discussed a major setback for the system is its boot time and the ability to capture footage quickly. This can be improved with a lighter embedded Linux distribution or a move to a Real Time Operating system. Also to improve battery consumption costs Texas Instruments has recently release a more powerful and low-powered msp430 [26]. Along with improving battery consumption the system could then take advantage of more processing power for better frame rate performance when running computer vision algorithms. A quick fix to the more CPU performance would be to adopt the new Raspberry Pi 2 that features a 4 core system and a newer armv7 processor[14]. Heterogeneous processor systems are becoming more popular and SlugCam takes full advantage of this technique.

8.2 Conclusions Summary

Future iterations could include proper tracking hand offs in areas with cameras who capture overlapping footage to improve energy efficiency as in the MIMO paper [8]. Different wireless solutions could be easily integrated as more low powered WiFi modules are being released. Although the Node is susceptible to battery charge degradation, we do believe future iterations should make use of solid state relays, and SlugCam’s mechanical relay is a risk of degradation as well. This thesis demonstrates the design, implementation, and evaluation of a outdoor solar-powered smart camera system. The combination of hardware and software features have not only met our application requirement goals of needing to deploy in outdoor environments on the UCSC campus, but have proven to be an efficient solution for many more application scenarios. With our efforts to document the entire system and open source all our software on a public repository, we hope SlugCam could be deem a cost effective powerful solution for computer vision researchers or other engineering fields. We also plan to deploy SlugCam nodes to assist the UCSC Informational Technology Services staff with student campus safety.
A SlugCam Custom Daughter Card

Figure 13: A screenshot of SlugCam’s custom PCB board design.

Figure 14: The Schematic of SlugCam’s daughtercard.
This program allows the MSP430 the ability to monitor the passive infrared sensor for motion, and to power on the SlugCam system using a dual coil relay. SlugCam also uses the MSP430 to then keep the SlugCam system awake by using an MSP430 on board timer (32Khz crystal). SlugCam communicates how long it wishes to stay awake using serial SPI communication. Should motion be a nuisance, SlugCam also has the ability to tell the MSP430 to ignore the motion interrupts for a longer period of time. Also using the msp430’s available RTC clock library the msp430 can also act as the systems clock by monitoring and syncing it.

The MSP430 expects the following 10 byte packets when its slave select pin is active (note the \n is the delimiting LF):

Set Time:
'T000000
__' (T+hrs(__)+min(__)+sec(__)+\n__)

Set Date:
'D0000000
' (D+yr(__)+mon(__)+day(__)+\n__)

Set Sleep Countdown:
'S000000
__' (S+hrs(__)+min(__)+sec(__)+\n__)

Special Commands:
'CON\n______' (C+remainOn(ON)+\n______) <-Stay on forever
'CDP0000
__' (C+disable(__)+disableSec(__)+\n__) <-ignore PIR for this long

/*
Slugcam MSP430 Firmware

Date: 2/22/2015
Author: Kevin Abas
Last Modified: 6/2/2015
File:
GPIO Config:

PIR Sensor:
- DOUT: pin 11 (P2.3)
- EN: pin 12 (P2.4)

SPI:
- MISO: pin 14 (P1.6) (UCB0SOMI)
- MOSI: pin 15 (P1.7) (UCB0SIMD)
- CE0: pin 6 (P1.4) (Slave Select)
- SCLK: pin 7 (P1.5) (UCB0CLK)

Relay:
- Set: pin 9 (P2.1)
- Reset: pin 10 (P2.2)

```c
#include "msp430g2553.h"
#include <string.h>
#include <RTCplus.h> // Real-Time-Clock Library
```

//Interrupt Service Routine Flags
volatile int motion_interrupt_flag = LOW;
volatile int spi_interrupt_flag = LOW;
volatile int spi_error_flag = LOW;
volatile int timer_interrupt_flag = LOW;
volatile int timer_running_flag = LOW;
volatile int disable_pir_flag = LOW;

//Protected Timer Values
volatile unsigned int end_timer_seconds = 99;
volatile unsigned int end_timer_minutes = 99;
volatile unsigned int end_timer_hours = 99;
volatile unsigned int disable_pir_seconds = 99;
volatile unsigned int disable_pir_minutes = 99;

// Relay and PIR pins
const int relay_set_pin = 9;
const int relay_reset_pin = 10;
const int pir_dout_pin = 11;
const int pir_enable_pin = 12;

// RTC Clock Data Structure
RealTimeClock my_clock;

// SPI RX Buffer Variables
char SPI_RX_buff[13];
volatile char SPI_TX_Error[16] = "Invalid\n";
char SPI_RX_index = 0;
volatile char SPI_TX_index = 0;
int num_seconds, num_minutes, num_hours,
    num_year, num_month, num_day;
char *rx_seconds, *rx_minutes, *rx_hours,
    *rx_year, *rx_month, *rx_day;

/******************************/
Init Config Function
******************************/
void setup() {

    // initialize the pins for I/O
    pinMode(relay_set_pin, OUTPUT);
    pinMode(relay_reset_pin, OUTPUT);
    pinMode(pir_dout_pin, INPUT);
    pinMode(pir_enable_pin, OUTPUT);

    attachInterrupt(pir_dout_pin, motion_detected, RISING);
digitalWrite(pir_enable_pin, HIGH);

disable_wdt(); // Watch Dog Timer

setup_spi();

_BIS_SR(GIE); //Enable Global Interupts
my_clock.begin(); //Start RTC

}
void process_motion(void) {
    // If relay isn’t on turn it on
    if (digitalRead(relay_set_pin) == LOW) {
        timer_running_flag = HIGH;
        digitalWrite(relay_set_pin, HIGH);
        digitalWrite(relay_reset_pin, LOW);
    }
    set_sleep_timer(0, 5, 0); // auto sleep countdown is 5 min
    timer_running_flag = HIGH;
    digitalWrite(pir_enable_pin, LOW); // disable PIR to save power
}

void process_spi(void) {

    switch(SPI_RX_buff[0]) {

        case ’T’: // set RTC time
            get_buffer_time();
            my_clock.Set_Time(num_hours, num_minutes, num_seconds);

        case ’D’: // set Date
            get_buffer_date();
            my_clock.Set_Date(num_year, num_month, num_day);

        case ’S’: // set sleep countdown
            get_buffer_time();
            set_sleep_timer(num_seconds, num_minutes, num_hours);
            timer_running_flag = HIGH;


}
digitalWrite(pir_enable_pin, LOW);

`case 'C': //special command (stay on | disable PIR)
  if(SPI_RX_buff[1] == 'O') {
    digitalWrite(pir_enable_pin, LOW);
    end_timer_seconds = 99;
    end_timer_minutes = 99;
    end_timer_hours = 99;
  } else if(SPI_RX_buff[1] == 'D') {
    get_disable_time();
    disable_pir_seconds = (my_clock.RTC_sec + num_seconds) % 60;
    if( (end_timer_seconds <= 30 && (num_seconds >= 30 ||
        my_clock.RTC_sec >= 30) || (num_seconds >= 30 && my_clock.RTC_sec >= 30)) {  
      disable_pir_minutes = (my_clock.RTC_min + 1 + num_minutes) % 60;
    } else {
      disable_pir_minutes = (my_clock.RTC_min + num_minutes) % 60;
    }
    digitalWrite(pir_enable_pin, LOW);
    disable_pir_flag = HIGH;
  }

  default:
    break;
  }
SPI_RX_index = 0;
spi_interrupt_flag = LOW;

void process_timer_expired(void){
  // now turn off relay
  timer_interrupt_flag = LOW;
  if(digitalRead(relay_set_pin) == HIGH){
    digitalWrite(pir_enable_pin, LOW);
    disable_pir_flag = HIGH;
  }
digitalWrite(relay_set_pin, LOW);
digitalWrite(relay_reset_pin, HIGH);
}
timer_running_flag = LOW;
end_timer_seconds = 99;
end_timer_minutes = 99;
end_timer_hours = 99;
if(disable_pir_flag == LOW){
digitalWrite(pir_enable_pin, HIGH);
}
}

/******************************/
Interrupt Service Routines
*********************************

void motion_detected(void){
motion_interrupt_flag = HIGH;
}

//Using MSP430 native interrupt notation
interrupt(TIMER1_A0_VECTOR) Tic_Tac(void) {
    my_clock++;
    // Update time
    if((my_clock.RTC_hr >= end_timer_hours) &&
       (my_clock.RTC_min >= end_timer_minutes) &&
       (my_clock.RTC_sec >= end_timer_seconds)){
        timer_interrupt_flag = HIGH;
        __bic_status_register_on_exit(LPM3_bits);
    }
    if((my_clock.RTC_min >= disable_pir_minutes) &&
       (my_clock.RTC_sec >= disable_pir_seconds)){
        disable_pir_flag = LOW;
        digitalWrite(pir_enable_pin, HIGH);
        __bic_status_register_on_exit(LPM3_bits);
MSP430 SPI RX Service Routine

interrupt(USCIAB0RX_VECTOR) USCI0RX_ISR (void)
{
    if(IFG2 & UCB0RXIFG) {
        char value = UCB0RXBUF;
        if (value == '\n') { //ready to parse
            SPI_RX_interruption_flag = HIGH;
            __bic_status_register_on_exit(LPM3_bits);
        } else {
            SPI_RX_buff[SPI_RX_index] = value;
            SPI_RX_index++;
        }
    }
}

/************************************
Utility Functions
************************************/
void disable_wdt(void){
    WDTCTL = WDTPW + WDTHOLD; // Stop watchdog timer
}

/* Incase of Hardware failures */
void fault_routine(void) {
    P1OUT &= ~BIT0; //turn off powerlight for warning
    while(1);
}

/* Delay For Debug LED function.*/
void led_delay(uint32_t d) {
    int i;
for (i = 0; i<d; i++) {
    nop();
}

/* SPI Debug LED flash */
void flash_spi_detected(void) {
    int i=0;
    for (i=0; i < 6; ++i) {
        led_delay(0x4fff);
        led_delay(0x4fff);
    }
}

void setup_spi(void) {
    P1DIR |= BIT0; //For debug, remove for deployment
    UCB0CTL1 = UCSWRST; //Put msp430 USCI state machine in reset
    UCB0CTL0 = UCMODE_2|UCSYNC|UCCKPH; //4-pin, 8-bit SPI slave
    UCB0CTL0 |= UCMSB; //Enable Most Singnificant bit first
    UCB0CTL0 &= ~UCMST; //Set to slave.
    P1SEL = BIT4 + BIT5 + BIT6 + BIT7; //enable 4 SPI UCB0 pins
    P1SEL2 = BIT4 + BIT5 + BIT6 + BIT7;
    UCB0CTL1 &= ~UCSWRST; //Set USCI state machine**
    IFG2 &= ~UCBORXIFG; //Clear pending recieve interrupt
    IE2 |= UCBORXIE; //Enable USCI0 RX interrupt
}

void set_sleep_timer(int seconds, int minutes, int hours) {
    end_timer_seconds = (my_clock.RTC_sec + seconds ) % 60;
    if( (end_timer_seconds <= 30 & ( seconds >= 30 || my_clock.RTC_sec >= 30 ) )
        || ( seconds >= 30 && my_clock.RTC_sec >= 30 )){
        end_timer_minutes = (my_clock.RTC_min + 1 + minutes) % 60;
        }
} else {
    end_timer_minutes = (my_clock.RTC_min + minutes) % 60;
}

if( (end_timer_minutes <= 30 && ( minutes >= 30 || my_clock.RTC_min >= 30 ) )
    || ( minutes >= 30 && my_clock.RTC_min >= 30 )){
    end_timer_hours = (my_clock.RTC_hr + 1 + hours) % 24;
} else {
    end_timer_hours = (my_clock.RTC_hr + hours) % 24;
}


void get_disable_time(void) {
    strncpy(rx_seconds, &SPI_RX_buff[3], 2);
    num_seconds = atoi(rx_seconds);
    strncpy(rx_minutes, &SPI_RX_buff[5], 2);
    num_minutes = atoi(rx_minutes);
}

void get_buffer_time(void) {
    strncpy(rx_seconds, &SPI_RX_buff[1], 2);
    num_seconds = atoi(rx_seconds);
    strncpy(rx_minutes, &SPI_RX_buff[3], 2);
    num_minutes = atoi(rx_minutes);
    strncpy(rx_hours, &SPI_RX_buff[5], 2);
    num_hours = atoi(rx_hours);
}

void get_buffer_date(void) {
    strncpy(rx_year, &SPI_RX_buff[1], 4);
    num_year = atoi(rx_year);
    strncpy(rx_month, &SPI_RX_buff[5], 2);
    num_month = atoi(rx_month);
    strncpy(rx_day, &SPI_RX_buff[7], 2);
    num_day = atoi(rx_day);
}
C Solar Harvesting Efficiency Explained

Figure 15: A basic High Level diagram of standard Solar energy harvesting circuits.\textsuperscript{25}

Above in figure 15, one can see the most important components of an energy harvesting circuit. First, since solar radiation is extremely variable due to clouds or other objects flying over, it is crucial the system adapt to the panels constant change in voltage and current. This is why a large capacitor is placed before a low voltage cutout circuit. Then in this circuit using the PFET transistors the harvester is either charging the battery or powering the device if it is on.

Figure 16: A basic High Level diagram of standard Solar energy harvesting circuits.\textsuperscript{28}

The battery charging circuit we use from adafruit has a unique load sharing feature demonstrated in figure 16. With the panel providing 1 Amp in peak current and SlugCam normally using half of what is provided, we are able to have SlugCam running and charge the lithium-ion battery simultaneously.
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